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For nearly half a century Australian and New Zealand historians of education have studied the Wyndham and Thomas Committees' recommendations on post-primary school 'reform' in their respective societies. To date, however, there has been little or no attempt to identify similarities and differences between the reports. This paper seeks to remedy this deficiency by examining the committees' philosophies about what form post-primary schooling should take and its relationship to the New South Wales and New Zealand societies. Both committees agreed, for example, that a compulsory common core (general education) curriculum should be introduced into all post-primary schools. Furthermore, they recommended that teachers should be able to modify the various syllabuses to suit their heterogeneous pupil populations, although they differed in their recommendations about the duration and scope of the core curriculum and the degree to which the School Certificate examination requirements should be prescribed.

In addition to these considerations, the paper examines the institutional setting within which the compulsory general education curriculum was to be delivered. The Wyndham Committee reported solely on secondary schools whereas the Thomas Committee sought to prescribe a compulsory core curriculum common to three types of post-primary institutions already in existence: secondary schools, technical high schools, and the secondary departments of the (mostly rural) district high schools. Notwithstanding this difference, both committees envisaged that the adoption of a new post-primary schooling policy would require a shift in attitude on the part of teachers, education officials, and other interested parties who had worked in, and identified with, a predominantly traditional academic model of post-primary education.
Introduction

Since the publication of the Thomas Report in 1944 and the Wyndham Report 14 years later, a variety of critics have discussed their philosophies and recommendations at length. Interest in these reports is hardly surprising, given that both committees presented a variety of proposals for changes to the existing post-primary curriculum, the School Certificate examination, and the nature of post-primary schooling in general. The Thomas Committee, for example, recommended that a detailed compulsory common core curriculum be available to all Form 3 (Year 9) to Form 5 (Year 11) adolescent non-Maori boys and girls. This curriculum was to apply to students irrespective of the type of post-primary school they attended: either a combined (amalgamated secondary and technical institution), technical high, secondary, or district high school. Native (Maori) district high school and denominational Maori secondary school students received no mention in the Thomas Report because the education of Maori did not form part of the Thomas Committee's terms of reference as determined by Rex Mason, the Minister of Education. Students at these institutions were to be schooled separately from their non-Maori ('Paheka') counterparts in most cases, although in the larger centres of population Maori primary school leavers could attend, free of charge, 'any [available] secondary, combined, technical, or district high school'.

The Thomas Committee issued curriculum proposals that made special provision for the wide range of differing abilities, interests, and vocational aspirations of non-Maori students who were to enrol in New Zealand post-primary schools in increasing numbers once the school leaving age was raised to 15 years as from 1 February 1944. Their recommendations were based on the philosophy that no post-primary school should continue to function as a selective institution, and that when more teachers understood this fundamental change they would see the pressing need to 'cater for pupils of widely differing abilities and interests'. While the Committee envisaged that this shift in thinking and practice would not be achieved easily or unanimously, there is evidence to suggest that they underestimated the many difficulties associated with trying to 'modernise' or reform the New Zealand post-primary curriculum. The Thomas Committee had assumed that curricular change could occur within the existing pattern of post-primary schools. To this end, they proudly declared that in formulating their compulsory common core curriculum the Committee had '[taken] account of the differing practices and circumstances of the various types of post-primary school (State secondary, registered [private] secondary, technical high, and district high), and of the differing needs of various groups of pupils'. The Committee
concluded that post-primary schools must be able to design courses to suit their own requirements.

At no stage, however, did the Thomas Committee refer to the creation or development of a comprehensive, multilateral, or 'common' high school. Rex Mason's instructions to the Committee 'excluded consideration of many aspects of post-primary education'; for example, 'questions relating to the organisation of the post-primary system' and matters concerning teacher recruitment, education, and employment, and teaching methods. In light of these limitations the subsequent specification of, and faith in, a general education curriculum—albeit with differences in curriculum content to cater for differences in abilities and interests between individual students, and with a range of 'optional studies and activities from which a choice could be made to suit individual needs'—was scarcely surprising, even if the controversy surrounding its introduction could not have been fully anticipated.

**Defining schools comprehensively: A proliferation of terms**

When Frederick Wood, an Australian-born professor of history at Victoria University College (Wellington), wrote in 1944 that 'the pattern of New Zealand post-primary education is ... on the face of it exceedingly complex', he was expressing an opinion familiar to many New Zealand and overseas educators. For his part, Wood had presumed that a variety of institutions would continue to dominate the post-primary educational landscape throughout the 1940s, although he observed a general tendency for these schools to 'conform to a definite type' and to 'become more and more alike'. What Wood was referring to was the emergence of a comprehensive schooling model, but he failed to acknowledge the fact that whenever New Zealand educators and policymakers had referred to 'omnibus', 'composite', 'combined', 'multilateral', 'comprehensive', or 'common multi-purpose' schools, as they sometimes did, they generally used these terms interchangeably, as had English educators prior to 1947. By comparison, American, Australian, and English educators were more precise in their use of terminology—post-1947 in the latter case. American academics Andreas Kazamias and Byron Massialas (1965) described comprehensive high schools as institutions with three identifiable curriculum 'tracks' (p.171) college/preparatory, commercial, and vocational/technical—through which 'pedagogical differentiation' took place. The President of the Carnegie Corporation, John Gardner (1959), offered a similar definition of an American comprehensive school:

It is called comprehensive because it offers, under one administration and under one roof (or series of roofs), secondary education for almost all high school age
children of one town or neighborhood ... It is responsible ... for providing
good and appropriate education, both academic and vocational, for all young
people within a democratic environment which the American people believe
serves the principles they cherish.¹⁶

Some Australian educators were determined to achieve greater
definitional clarity. Kenneth Cunningham and Dorothy Ross (1967)
explained that combined institutions (often found in rural towns across
Australia) provided only two courses—academic and technical—for
a relatively small secondary school population. They suggested that
because combined schools were erected solely 'for reasons of staffing and
economy of buildings'¹⁷ they could not be labelled comprehensive
institutions. The distinction was straightforward: comprehensive schools
were founded on a definite educational philosophy whereas combined
schools were strictly utilitarian organisations. The former offered a wider
variety of courses to meet students' interests and aptitudes than did
combined schools, although in Cunningham and Ross' account
comprehensives did not provide 'vocationally oriented 'streams' into which
pupils are placed on entry or soon after'.¹⁸ These streams or 'sides', it was
noted, were to be found in multilateral schools. Because American
comprehensive high schools streamed their students vocationally,
Cunningham and Ross concluded that these schools should be properly
renamed multilateral institutions.¹⁹

Writing in the 1960s Alan Barcan, a prominent historian of Australian
education, revealed a willingness to achieve greater definitional precision
in relation to the comprehensive and multilateral school labels. He sought
initially to distinguish Australian comprehensive secondary schools from
selective schools, and suggested that in England ambiguity surrounding the
role of comprehensive institutions had dissipated somewhat after the
Ministry of Education issued a circular in June 1947 stating that these
schools were 'intended to cater for all the secondary education in a given
area without an organisation in three sides [grammar, modern, and
technical]'.²⁰ The result was the adoption of the multilateral label post-
1947 to refer only to those English secondary schools that featured these
three distinct streams.²¹ The definitions were identical to those presented
by Cunningham and Ross (1967), but they appear to have been at odds with
the description of comprehensives provided by Kazamias and Massialas
(1965).

There is clear evidence to suggest, however, that the comprehensive-
multilateral distinction advanced by Cunningham and Ross and by the UK
Ministry of Education had not been adopted universally by Australian
historians of education in the 1970s. Some authors chose to employ the
terms 'multilateral comprehensive'²² and 'comprehensive'²³ alternately.
For Bernard Hyams and Bob Bessant, comprehensive and multilateral schools offered students a choice of three discrete courses—academic, commercial, and nonacademic/technical. In both instances it was thought that these institutions would 'cater for a variety of student needs through differing courses and subjects' in ways that the selective, 'unilateral', academic secondary schools were unable to emulate. Notwithstanding different assessments by educators of what comprehensive and multilateral secondary schools were or ought to be, there was general agreement that, as Freeman Butts of Columbia University had observed, the new type of nonselective, multipurpose secondary school had been created in the hope that students—indeed of their course of study—would 'have a common social and community life' resulting from 'the extension of social democracy'. As the American educational historian David Nasaw (1979) shrewdly observed, the rhetoric was seldom evident in practice:

Comprehensive high schools differentiated students into curricular tracks, but then undid the damage to democratic pretensions by bringing them back together again into a microcosmic, quintessentially American, democratic community to eat lunch, take recess, learn their 'civics', and cheer their athletic teams to victory.

**The Thomas and Wyndham Reports: Aims and objectives**

The terms of reference for the New South Wales Wyndham Committee (1953–1957) bore little resemblance to those prescribed for the Thomas Committee (1942–1943). The committee, chaired by Harry Wyndham, the Director-General of Education, was asked by R. J. Heffron, the Minister of Education,

[First, to] survey and to report upon the provision of full-time day education for adolescents in New South Wales ... [and, second, to] examine the objectives, organization and content of the courses provided for adolescent pupils in the public schools of the State, regard being had to the requirements of a good general education and to the desirability of providing a variety of curriculum adequate to meet the varying aptitudes and abilities of the pupils concerned.

By comparison, the Thomas Committee's terms of reference required them to consider only the influence on post-primary curricula of the elevation of the University of New Zealand's Matriculation examination from Form 5 (Year 11) to Form 6 (Year 12) and the introduction of accrediting for this recently renamed Form 6 University Entrance examination, and to suggest new or revised subjects and syllabuses for the Department of Education's School Certificate examination, first offered in 1934. Unlike the Wyndham Committee, the Thomas Committee knew
from the outset that they had not been instructed by a minister of education to conduct 'a complete review of post-primary education'.

Because the New South Wales Committee had been given comparatively broad terms of reference they had more opportunity, at least in theory, to reflect on the perceived and/or real deficiencies of existing secondary schooling provisions. The Wyndham Committee, for example, acknowledged that New South Wales secondary school teachers were finding it very difficult to 'provide a programme of education completely satisfactory for all types of adolescents'. The influence of external examinations on school syllabuses, the provision of different types of secondary school—junior, home science, general, country, three-year intermediate, agricultural, selective, five-year comprehensive, district high schools, the Correspondence School but not technical colleges—and large projected enrolment increases in secondary schools was of sufficient magnitude for the Wyndham Committee to conclude that 'a decision as to the nature and structure of the secondary education to be provided in the years so close upon us' was long overdue. When placed alongside the Committee's concerns about the limited 'holding power of [secondary] schools', whereby 'early abandonment of secondary school studies' leading to unnecessary 'pupil wastage' was commonplace on account of a buoyant job market, educationally unsympathetic parents, and curricula seldom being adjusted to suit the needs of a heterogeneous adolescent school population, the Wyndham Committee concluded that making secondary education available to all youth was easier said than done. They described 'the central problem' in the following terms:

'The education of all adolescents' implies a proper provision for all types and levels of ability and for the wide variety of interest and need to be found in any entire school generation. What is sometimes overlooked is that this very definition of secondary education makes it obligatory for the community to provide suitable education, not only for the 'average' adolescent, but also, and on the same social and moral grounds, for the adolescent of talent and for the adolescent who is poorly endowed ... . Today's problem is that of meeting the needs of all adolescents without impairment to the potentialities of any.'

'[Exercising] ingenuity and imagination' on the part of New South Wales teachers and educational administrators was essential, it was thought, in order that 'the needs of the generality of adolescents' could be catered for more effectively without jeopardising the interests of academically minded boys and girls. To retain the existing overly complex arrangement of different secondary schools without modification would militate against these objectives. Not surprisingly therefore, the Wyndham Committee recommended comprehensive secondary schools to ensure that 'a good
general education' was provided and that greater differentiation would be possible in the quest to provide 'secondary education for all adolescents'.

Despite clear differences in the terms of reference of both committees, their reports revealed that similar problems had arisen from the desire to provide post-primary schooling for the whole youth population. The Thomas Committee, for their part, urged New Zealand post-primary school teachers to adopt 'a fairly general change in approach' so that students' 'common needs' as future citizens could be met through the compulsory general education curriculum, albeit not at the expense of satisfying their 'individual needs'. The latter were to be addressed through variations in the core curriculum content and the provision of a wide range of optional subjects leading to the revised School Certificate examination.

A major challenge in the Committee's opinion was for post-primary institutions to be (re)organised so that teachers could start to 'tap more than a fraction of the creative powers of youth'. Such a reorganisation would undoubtedly benefit the three types of student who needed definite but somewhat differentiated provision in the Committee's assessment: 'the less scholarly'; 'the ordinary pupil'; and 'the intellectually bright minority'. These types, or 'intelligence categories', mirrored those presented by the Wyndham Committee, by Kenneth Cunningham and William Radford—the first and second Director respectively of the Australian Council for Educational Research—and by the English Spens (1938) and Norwood (1943) Committees. In the latter instances these categories were invoked to justify the establishment of a tripartite secondary school structure in England—'an ugly phrase for an ugly arrangement', in Robin Pedley's opinion—and the rejection of a comprehensive schooling model, in the mistaken belief that tripartition would promote 'parity of esteem' between all types of secondary school.

Having asserted that a traditional academic approach to post-primary schooling was not suited to the great majority of adolescent boys and girls, the Thomas Committee sought to devise an extensive general education curriculum for all high school students. Boldly declaring that this curriculum would provide 'a richer and better balanced education' for every pupil—one that would serve as 'an aid to [personal] growth and as a general preparation for life in a modern democratic community'—the Committee stressed that their proposed curriculum was not intended to constrain students' choice of subjects. Rather, it was intended to aid 'the full development of the adolescent as a person' and prepare boys and girls to assume 'an active place in our New Zealand society as worker, neighbour, homemaker, and citizen'.

The Thomas Committee was confident that 'a democratic school system' would arise from their recommendations, one in which general education...
and some specialised prevocational study would co-exist comfortably, not antagonistically. This symbiotic relationship was necessary, Rex Mason believed, because modern high schools 'have two functions—first, to prepare a minority of students for University education, and, second, to prepare the remainder for immediate participation in adult life and labour'. In the Minister's opinion, the Thomas Committee had drafted a curriculum that would allow teachers in every type of post-primary school to fulfil these two roles more than adequately (p.43). But for this to happen, differences in aptitude and interests could not be ignored. As Mason explained:

There is at least full recognition of the fact that all children are not alike, that some can go further and faster than others, that lack of academic ability may be compensated for by some other kind of ability, that a child of no particular ability may make a worthy citizen.

Political Support for Comprehensive Schooling

In the immediate post-World War 2 era it was expected that this work would be undertaken by technical high schools, combined schools, 'secondary schools proper', and district high school secondary departments. Mason had hoped that the seven recently established combined or multilateral schools in some New Zealand provincial towns—establishments that were created from fusing together existing small secondary and technical schools in centres where the retention of separate schools had proven to be uneconomic—could achieve a better balance between academic and practical instruction than had usually been the case in the post-primary sector. Such recognition of multipurpose secondary schooling was especially significant, given that this was the first occasion in which a New Zealand minister of education had voiced support for this type of schooling publicly, as opposed to simply acknowledging its presence in certain communities. Conveniently ignoring the economic reasons behind their inception, Mason chose instead to emphasise the potential for these combined schools to advance a new philosophy of post-primary education as follows:

The combining of schools was intended primarily to do two things—to render impossible the social stratification that tended to develop between secondary and technical schools, and to enable the secondary schools to broaden their curricula by the inclusion of practical subjects.

In expressing support for multilateral or combined schooling the Minister freely admitted that it would be difficult for any and every multilateral institution to 'perform all its many functions with equal
success'. Mason appreciated that academic and practical studies were very seldom 'equally valued [publicly] as vehicles of culture'—a reality conceded by few of his predecessors, with the notable exception of Peter Fraser, the Labour government's first Minister of Education (1935–1940). This equality was achievable in the near future, Mason believed, but he understood that teachers' own academic or practical dispositions could hinder the process. These dispositions were, nevertheless, not sufficient to stop the Minister from declaring that one of the Labour government's policies was to 'combine secondary and technical schools outside the four main centres wherever this is possible'. The policy of restricting 'multilateral schools' to the less populous areas of New Zealand was not immutable though, because Mason soon announced that to accommodate large enrolment increases in the North Island, especially in Auckland, new post-primary schools—'in general of the multilateral type'—were already being built.

It will be recalled that the Thomas Committee had not contemplated the emergence of comprehensive schools in larger centres, if their report accurately captured their deliberations. The Committee's terms of reference appear to have excluded such a consideration but it is unlikely that individual committee members would have been unaware of the ongoing debate over comprehensive schooling. A decade earlier, the Bodkin Committee (1930) had reported in favour of academic and technical education being offered in a 'single modern composite school' primarily for the reason that 'the last vestige of the objectionable social distinctions' between academic and non-academic students was expected to disappear with a new type of post-primary school in place. The Headmaster of Wellington College, William Armour, readily endorsed the Bodkin Committee's proposal. He recommended that all secondary schools be translated into 'schools of a composite and exploratory type', in the belief that amalgamations between existing secondary and technical high schools were inherently desirable. Armour was confident that this move would compel staff at these institutions 'to widen their courses of instruction and enrich their curriculum' in order to suit students' different requirements. This proposal had already found favour with Theo Strong, the Director of Education, who was convinced that because secondary and technical high schools were 'gradually drawing near[er]' to each other, the evolution of one type of post-primary school was inevitable.

Not all New Zealand educators in the 1920s and 1930s wanted to support the introduction of composite schools, it must be noted. John Howell, the Director of Wellington Technical College, for instance, was vehemently opposed to the establishment of these schools in larger
centres. His clear preference was to retain separate secondary and technical high schools as 'long-course' and 'short-course' institutions respectively, and to set up 'composite school[s] of the American kind' only in smaller (predominantly rural) communities. Howell predicted that these composite institutions would be abandoned as the population increased, because he thought that a policy of differentiated high schools would be adopted in the future in preference to the composite ('American type') model. The wholesale, uncritical pursuit of an American form of schooling would have disastrous consequences for New Zealand schools and students, Howell boldly asserted:

It has been argued that schools of the composite American type should be established everywhere in New Zealand. It will be unnecessary to point out that this type is contrary to British tradition, and there are not wanting many acute American critics who maintain that the all-embracing school is a low-type school, and does not permit that differentiation which is needed to meet the requirements of first-class intellects.

**Acting Comprehensively: Beeby and the Labour government**

C.E. Beeby, New Zealand's Director of Education (1940–1960), was plainly unsympathetic to this line of argument. In the belief that support for rigid, institutionally based curriculum differentiation was synonymous with the English tripartite schooling system of which he was so openly critical, Beeby wished to see greater access by adolescents to post-primary institutions. This meant that he generally applauded the creation of a 'new type of multi-purpose school' post-1944. The resulting 'corporate institution' or 'omnibus type of school' was regarded by Beeby as being so well suited to the New Zealand environment that it was adopted as the general pattern for schools established from the mid to late-1940s onwards. This development can be attributed to the increasing course overlap between technical high and secondary schools—observed more frequently in and from the mid-1930s—with the result that these institutions were '[brought] nearer to a common multi-purpose type'.

In what appeared to be one indicator of forthcoming government and Department of Education policy concerning the direction of the New Zealand technical high school Beeby, then Assistant Director of Education, posed the following rhetorical question: 'Shall it seek to merge itself with the secondary school to form one multi-purpose, post-primary institution[?]'.

To address some concerns that had arisen in the 1940s about the future direction of technical high schools, Beeby outlined the Labour government's intentions for these institutions in his May 1946 *Five-Year Plan for Education*. The continuing movement of secondary and technical
high schools toward a similar organisational pattern—prompted by the Thomas Committee's curriculum proposals, increasing competition between schools for enrolments, and public pressure for greater curricular overlap between these institutions—persuaded Beeby to explain the government's thinking sooner rather than later. In so doing, he revealed what was unquestionably a major policy not only for technical schools but also for the entire post-primary sector. It was envisaged, for example, that by 1951 technical high schools would be converted into 'senior technical colleges', whose staff would have sole responsibility for the daytime training of apprentices and young workers, and who would cease to provide post-primary instruction of the kind outlined in the Thomas Report and the subsequent 1945 Education (Post-Primary Instruction) Regulations. With the relocation of technical high school students to secondary schools in the immediate neighbourhood the latter institutions would become 'multi-purpose schools catering for practical as well as for academic types of children'. Beeby suggested that this development amounted to the one 'major change of policy' among those proposed in his Five-Year Plan (1946).

From the mid-1940s, there was little doubt in the New Zealand educational community that something approximating a comprehensive schooling model was gradually being adopted as part of the Labour government's social and educational policy. Mason and Beeby had similar faith in the egalitarian nature of multipurpose institutions, although Mason's successor in October 1947, Terence McCombs, was more cautious in his endorsement. McCombs believed that a common type of high school, while worthwhile in and of itself, should not be promoted at the expense of special types of schools. As a result, separate secondary and technical high schools were not about to be abandoned in the foreseeable future. This policy of institutional differentiation had immense appeal to Ronald Algie, Minister of Education in the December 1949-September 1957 Holland (National) Ministry, because it was entirely compatible with the notion that each institution had specialised functions that had to be preserved. It is likely that Algie got external validation for his beliefs from the British Attlee (Labour) Government's (1945–1951) affirmation of selective post-primary schooling, and from the English Board of Education's (1943) advocacy of a tripartite system of secondary schools and its formal adoption under the 1944 Education Act. But by the end of the New Zealand Labour government's term of office (November 1949) the Department's Chief Inspector of Secondary Schools, Geoffrey Wild, saw no reason to support a selective, tripartite schooling policy. After declaring in 1949 that rural and urban high schools were 'somewhat different [institutions]' and were likely to remain so for many years,
Wild went on to assert that 'there are powerful arguments in favour of multilateral, comprehensive, or omnibus schools' being introduced throughout New Zealand.

**Early Twentieth Century Antecedents to Comprehensive Schooling**

Wild's 1949 observations were instructive, since they were founded on the premise that in due course multipurpose high schools would become 'indistinguishable' from one another. What was left unsaid, however, was the fact that New Zealand's combined schools had not furnished the blueprint for a common post-primary schooling model. Instead, the (mostly rural) district high schools had laid the platform for this development earlier in the twentieth century, albeit on the grounds of fiscal expediency rather than educational philosophy per se. Mason, for instance, had reported that teachers in the secondary departments of district high schools had 'tried to do things that are not always compatible in a small [institution]', namely, educating a large number of adolescents who would be entering the workforce immediately upon leaving school and preparing a small minority of boys and girls for studying at a New Zealand university. Beeby, by comparison, understood that teachers in these secondary departments had to '[cater for all types of student]' in the one school because rural communities expected equality of educational opportunity to be a reality, not a fiction, for all children. This concern with equality had also been identified by Noel Hogben, a member of the Thomas Committee and a Wellington secondary school principal. Hogben sought to label these schools 'comprehensive' institutions for the reason that '[they] had to be all things to all men, so to speak'.

The observations of Mason, Beeby, and Hogben about the omnibus nature of district high schools added little however that was not already known. Nearly fifty years previously the Inspector-General of Schools, George Hogben (Noel Hogben's father), had reminded educators that these schools had no alternative but to serve as dual purpose institutions:

> The district high school [secondary department] had to serve a double purpose in a great many places. It had to give the pupils all that it could give them of a secondary education as interpreted in the [academic] secondary schools, but it also had to be prepared to give a good many of them all the technical [manual, practical] education that some of them were likely to receive, or the beginnings of a technical education.

This essentially mandatory dual role had also been identified by Josiah Hanan, Minister of Education in the Massey National Ministry (1915–1919). In 1916, Hanan referred to the district high schools' 'double purpose'—academic and manual/practical—as 'constitut[ing] the peculiar
difficulty of these schools'. He acknowledged the problems that teachers in these schools faced when they were endeavouring to satisfy the widely varying needs, interests, and abilities of students within what were usually small secondary departments with minimal staffing and few resources. Consequently, while the Minister did not use the 'multilateral', 'comprehensive', or 'composite' labels for the district high schools he clearly believed that these were different institutions from the conservative or traditional secondary schools, and would remain so. This emphasis on institutional difference delayed the introduction of an extensive general education curriculum, common to all New Zealand post-primary schools and students, for thirty years.

**A General Education Curriculum for New Zealand and New South Wales**

Like the Thomas Committee a decade earlier, the Wyndham Committee wanted to design a curriculum to meet the educational and vocational needs of the increasing number of students who were moving from primary to secondary school. To this end, the Wyndham Committee was adamant that introducing a compulsory core curriculum into the recently established New South Wales comprehensive secondary schools ensured that all students would receive 'a good general education'. In a statement closely resembling the general education philosophy articulated by the Thomas Committee, the Wyndham Committee declared:

> Our recommendation that the curriculum of secondary pupils should include a core of subjects common to all, is based on the conviction that there are certain fields of thought and experience of which no adolescent should be ignorant as a person or as a citizen, irrespective of his [or her] level of ability and of the situation in life in which he [or she] may later find himself [or herself].

The Wyndham Committee also stressed that their general education curriculum was not intended to be 'narrowly prescriptive', as had that of the Thomas Committee previously, because teachers would have the authority to modify subject matter and programmes within the common core to suit students' different interests and talents. Having a range of optional subjects or 'electives' available to all post-primary students was favoured by both committees, so that New Zealand and New South Wales adolescents could pursue those studies and activities beyond the common core curriculum which matched their widely varying vocational requirements and concerns. Both committees made recommendations about general education and optional subjects, and both were confident that the latter would not subsume the former. Nevertheless, the Thomas Committee allowed more time for optional studies in the curriculum than
It should be noted that there is nothing in our recommendations to prevent the bright pupil being adequately extended. We assume that in the ‘core’ studies he [or she] will be actively encouraged to go beyond his [or her] fellows, and the options for the School Certificate make provision for all the main types of intellectual interest. In considering examination prescriptions we have kept...
in mind the bulk of pupils who will not proceed to the University, therefore, our proposed School Certificate prescriptions reflect the outlook of the educated layman rather than that characteristic of the academic or technical specialist. 97

The School Certificate Examination

Given the importance that both committees attached to the delivery in multipurpose post-primary schools of a general education curriculum and a range of electives chosen in accordance with students' particular interests and aptitudes, it was entirely predictable that an external examination would be seen as the most appropriate instrument to assess the efficiency or otherwise of teachers, students, and schools. 98 This examination, the School Certificate, had to be designed with a heterogeneous adolescent student population in mind. Comprehensive secondary schools—or, in New Zealand, something analogous to them—could not function as unilateral institutions because the Committees knew that 'secondary education for all adolescents' was about to become a major plank in the education policy of the New South Wales and New Zealand governments. 100 Therefore, while it was presumed that the common educational needs of boys and girls would be addressed through a compulsory curriculum, both committees maintained that differences in academic and other aptitudes must be identified and nurtured for every student. Here the Thomas Committee was more willing to suggest detailed syllabuses for both core and optional subjects than was the Wyndham Committee, although both reported that teachers and not the respective Departments of Education should determine the actual subject matter based on students' abilities, interests, and vocational aspirations. 101 Nevertheless, from a literal reading of both reports, New South Wales secondary teachers probably had somewhat more scope to exercise professional autonomy than their New Zealand counterparts.

In both New Zealand and New South Wales the School Certificate examination structure had to be designed around the particular post-primary schooling format proposed by each committee—overtly and unapologetically comprehensive under the Wyndham scheme and approximately comprehensive (having been somewhat constrained by the retention of separate post-primary institutions in both name and kind) under the Thomas model. 102 This was no easy task because, as Beeby freely admitted, 'no school system can easily match its courses and methods to the needs of every child; the most it can hope for is a rough approximation'. 103 One important issue for both the Thomas and Wyndham Committee was that this examination had to be 'terminal or retrospective', not preparatory, in kind. Their reasoning was that very few students would
remain at school beyond the school leaving age of 15 years; most would seek direct entry to the workforce.\textsuperscript{105} If post-primary schools were to cater for all students then, as the Thomas Committee observed, 'a wide range of optional subjects'\textsuperscript{106} would have to be offered. For the great majority of New South Wales and New Zealand adolescents the Committees assumed that the attainment of a School Certificate examination qualification would represent their full education quota. Only a small proportion of students would stay on beyond this examination. Those who did were generally regarded as academically gifted and/or university aspirants. Furthermore, both Committees assumed that these students would continue their advanced study along lines specified largely by universities.\textsuperscript{107} The Wyndham Committee was alone in arguing that a general education philosophy should be extended to this group of students:

While the objectives of tertiary education will be clearer in the minds of these students because they have elected to remain at school beyond the School Certificate stage...[this extra] time should not be regarded simply as a period of preparation for matriculation...provision should be made for school activities which are essential to the education of adolescents but which do not involve preparation for examinations.\textsuperscript{108}

The Thomas Committee, by comparison, offered no comment on studies undertaken in the post-School Certificate year(s) other than to say that long-stay students would probably '[be] given a systematic course specially directed towards University requirements'. For these boys and girls School Certificate was to be sat in Form 5 (rather than Form 6), prior to the Form 6 University Entrance examination. School Certificate would therefore be only preparatory to further schooling rather than terminal for a high achieving, academically oriented minority. The general education requirements for this select group would have been satisfied already as proven by the granting of the School Certificate, in the view of the Thomas Committee.\textsuperscript{109} They wanted this qualification to be regarded publicly 'as a guarantee of general educational attainments', as testament that 'an active and realistic approach' to schooling had been adopted, and as an indicator that students possessed 'an adequate level of general intelligence'.\textsuperscript{110} Similarly, The Wyndham Committee maintained that the New South Wales School Certificate qualification should be issued to students only upon 'the successful completion of a satisfactory course of secondary education' by about 16 years of age.\textsuperscript{111} In the comprehensive schooling environment favoured by the Committee the provision of a wide range of electives for the School Certificate examination was deemed sufficient to satisfy students' diverse interests and requirements, along with the ability and encouragement for teachers to modify the content
of the examinable core subjects where appropriate. Echoing a view identical to that expressed by the Thomas Committee, the Wyndham Committee declared:

"Freedom should thus remain with teachers to select topics and to organize their actual programmes of work, so as to adapt the [secondary school] syllabus to the needs and capacities of their pupils and to the conditions of a particular school." 112

The Thomas and Wyndham Reports: A lukewarm reception

Twelve months after being convened the Thomas Committee released their report to Rex Mason, the Minister of Education. Within one month (in December 1943) Mason had authorized the publication of only 1500 copies of the document, which were distributed to high school teachers, principals, school administrators, and the general public from February 1944. 113 Declaring that he wanted the report to be ‘read with care and freely and freely discussed’, Mason allowed a formal consultation period for the publication to be given ‘close attention’. 114

By comparison, the production and endorsement of the Wyndham Report was a protracted affair. Established in September 1953, the Committee presented its report to the Minister of Education some four years later, in October 1957. 115 Nearly four more years were to elapse before the New South Wales Labour government adopted the Committee’s recommendations (in June 1961). It was not until 1967—six years after the 1961 Education Act was passed, which authorised the creation of comprehensive secondary schools statewide—that the Wyndham Committee’s recommendations were fully implemented. 116 Despite this delay Alan Barcan believed that the Wyndham scheme was introduced in the 1960s ‘hurriedly and with little preparation’ and that the new syllabuses were nothing other than ‘hasty adaptations’ of the existing ones. 117

The move toward comprehensive post-primary schooling in New South Wales and New Zealand had several consequences, not all of which were (or could have been) foreseen. In New Zealand the raising of the school leaving age to 15-years from 1 February 1944 and the adoption of the Thomas Report’s core curriculum and School Certificate recommendations in regulations which came into operation from 1 February 1946 together led to substantial enrolment increases across the post-primary sector. 118 Teachers were experiencing difficulties in accessing copies of the original Thomas Report because too few had been printed, and there were serious shortages of trained and experienced high school teachers, resources, equipment, and classrooms in post-war New Zealand. 119 Beeby, in his
capacity as Director of Education, promptly identified these factors as militating against the smooth introduction of the 1945 Education (Post-Primary Instruction) Regulations. He knew this legislation, which specified the compulsory core curriculum and outlined the requirements for the awarding of the revised School Certificate examination, could not be enforced rigidly in the short term. Too few teachers, Beeby later observed, were able to meet ‘the heavy demands’ associated with the new regulations. Ten years after this legislation had been passed a large number of high school teachers were still uncertain about the new curriculum and changes to the nature of conventional academic post-primary schooling. In other words, many teachers had difficulty understanding that post-primary schools were no longer selective or unilateral (academic), and that they were being encouraged by the Department and Director of Education to teach new and old subjects in different ways to suit a heterogeneous student group.

In New South Wales the adoption of the Wyndham scheme had led to the establishment of comprehensive schools statewide, but the familiar practice of streaming adolescents into various programmes was not abandoned. To this end Hyams and Bessant concluded that comprehensive secondary schooling did little to steer the public away from defining high quality education almost entirely in terms of schools’ examination performance and the provision of academic curricula, toward other valuations. As a result, the newly created schools may have appeared more democratic than the elite, selective secondary schools—thereby avoiding what Kazamias and Massialas had accurately described as ‘institutional differentiation in terms of types of schools’—but many operated in a conservative manner. Hyams and Bessant were satisfied that teachers’ adherence to existing administrative hierarchies and traditional notions of classroom efficiency in New South Wales was partly to blame, for as a group they generally ‘showed little interest in matters related to curricula, types of schools, and teaching methods’. In reaching a similar conclusion, Cunningham stated that there was simply ‘[a] shortage of teachers qualified to handle the comprehensive system’. Of equal importance, however, was his observation that conformity and a ‘consequent lack of experiment’ by teachers prevented comprehensive secondary schools from being ‘the most satisfactory solution’ for meeting the diverse educational and prevocational requirements of large numbers of adolescents.

Teacher conformity and a tendency not to experiment with curricula and teaching methods were also seen as features of New Zealand post-primary schooling in the immediate post-Thomas Report environment. The freedom available to teachers under the Thomas scheme and the
1945 regulations was seldom utilised in the decade 1946–1956, Beeby lamented, primarily because staff were struggling to cope with the 'new and complex task ... [of educating] a conglomeration of boys and girls of all types'. There was no doubt that the Thomas philosophy involved substantial changes to the very nature and purpose of high schools, some of which were known not to be universally applauded by employers, teachers, university staff, Catholic school representatives and communities throughout New Zealand. Beeby readily admitted that the comprehensive schooling that was steadily developing under the Thomas scheme taxed teachers' energies and abilities considerably. They were now expected to teach children ranging from 'the brilliant to the dull' and to try to ensure that equality of educational opportunity was not mere rhetoric:

While we [in New Zealand] escape altogether the problems of selection that bedevil educationists in most European countries, we have had to face in an acute form the difficulties inherent in providing, within one institution (italics added), courses suited to the needs and abilities of a cross-section of the community.

**Schooling the Masses: A concern for equality and difference**

There is evidence to suggest throughout the 1940s and 1950s—up to the reprinting of the Thomas Report on 1 April 1959—that the Director of Education and Departmental officers had little option but to allow high school teachers and other interest groups more time to adjust to the new curriculum, both philosophically and in the nation's classrooms. Preparing more trainees for teaching in the new environment, reducing class sizes, and planning for a further raising of the school leaving age to 16-years in the early 1960s remained priorities well beyond the release of the 1945 regulations, although it was thought that much of the work associated with the new type of post-primary schooling would have been 'consolidated' by 1949-1950. Encouraged by Mason's assertion that 'true advances in education ... cannot be produced by regulations or administrative fiat', Beeby wanted the Department of Education to avoid being seen as interventionist or inflexible in their work and interaction with teachers. The result, as Clive Whitehead has demonstrated convincingly, was considerable teacher confusion, close adherence by the Department of Education to the Thomas Committee's maxim of not '[imposing] a cut-and-dried philosophy on the schools or to control the curriculum in any detail', and the uncritical adoption of what the Committee had labelled 'the easy road' regarding curricular and wider institutional reform. The latter involved making only minor adjustments to existing
courses in preference to a thorough re-examination of curricular theory and practice and ‘act[ing] courageously’ in the interests of all students. Not surprisingly though, Mason’s appeals for teachers to ‘break new ground’ and encourage ‘more local initiative and variety in the [post-primary] schools’ were greeted unsympathetically, mainly because the School Certificate examination had come to dominate the high school curriculum in the 1950s in much the same way as had the former University Matriculation examination.

These observations were also applicable to New South Wales comprehensive secondary schools, as Christopher Peers has recently argued. It was well known that success in high status examinations invariably gave ‘academic kudos and social privilege’ to both schools and students, but there was a reluctance to admit that not every girl and boy could gain school qualifications. A proportion would leave school at 15-years of age, thereby disqualifying themselves from candidature, while others simply lacked the ability to pass examinations. The question began to be asked in New South Wales increasingly during the 1950s: Would students, regardless of their academic and other aptitudes, be disadvantaged in any way by attending a comprehensive as opposed to another kind of post-primary institution? There was no clear-cut answer, as Butts (1970) and Barcan (1965) explained. For his part Freeman Butts, a prominent American educational historian and comparative educationist, believed that comprehensive schools were vastly preferable to the ‘accepted hierarchy of institutions’ he witnessed operating throughout Australia in 1954. His chief complaints were that early course and subject differentiation, early specialisation, and an overemphasis on academic definitions of knowledge was antithetical to the pursuit of equality of educational opportunity which, in turn, was seen to underpin every modern democratic education system. Butts was satisfied that while comprehensive schools were not free from controversy, they certainly offered a better solution to the many complex problems associated with mass post-primary education than did other schooling arrangements:

I assume that in a democratic and complex society education should be available freely and equally to all people... the educational base of a democratic society should be broad and generous... [There should be] equality of educational opportunity rather than a stratified dual system of education whether that dualism be along lines of race, religion, economic status, social class, or sheer intellectual ability.

Barcan’s contribution to the growing debate over comprehensive schools was equally informative. He summarised several arguments for and against establishing these institutions throughout New South Wales, which
were expressed during and beyond the period in which the Wyndham Committee was deliberating. Comprehensive schools were regarded in some quarters as inherently democratic, egalitarian institutions—they minimized social class differences, emphasised education rather than instruction, and encouraged adolescents from different family backgrounds to mix with one another. Critics alleged, however, that these schools tended to be large, impersonal places within which academically minded students were seldom stimulated and extended, where intellectual study was often devalued and ‘average’ students received more attention than was their due, and where youth from different social strata rarely intermingled. In short, there was some public concern that the omnibus character of comprehensives made it harder for high(er) academic standards to be achieved and maintained than was the case with selective secondary schools. Predictably therefore, attempts to foster ‘parity of esteem between subjects as well as between pupils’ and to avoid distinctions based on school curricula and organization were not resoundingly successful.

Comprehensive Schooling in the Post-Thomas and Wyndham Era

With the introduction of the 1945 Regulations in New Zealand and the 1961 Education Act in New South Wales parents, teachers, and students were left in no doubt about the intentions of their respective governments concerning post-primary education. Some criticisms of the comprehensive schooling movement began to diminish as opponents came to understand the philosophy underpinning this movement and sought assurances from education officials that no adolescent would be marginalised or disadvantaged in such an environment. Nevertheless, those people closely associated with the Thomas Report were not willing to claim that comprehensive schooling and a revised curriculum constituted an educational nirvana. The chairman of the Thomas Committee, for example, was one of two Committee members prepared to state that their report was not cast in stone:

We [the Committee] do not think the Report is perfect. We have worked hard and have pointed out something that we think is really an attempt to mark another milestone in post-primary education in New Zealand. We realise that there will be implications we could not foresee and that adjustments will need to be made.

Reflecting on the significance of the Thomas Report some 30 years later, Noel Hogben reached a similar conclusion. He freely admitted that ‘It would be a great mistake to regard the Report as suggesting that we [the Committee members] had found the final answer for all time’
The Wyndham Committee, by comparison, appeared to be more confident about the longevity of their recommendations. They suggested from the outset that although their survey of secondary education throughout New South Wales was not exhaustive their report ought to serve as 'a prelude to action' in the 'not distant future'. Critics generally viewed the document less optimistically though, as Barcan (1965, 1971) has explained. With the adoption of the Wyndham scheme the selection of students within institutions did not cease. Instead, they were sorted into academic and nonacademic groups based on differences in abilities, interests, and vocational expectations, and with some regard to gender-appropriate curricular offerings. The selection criteria for adolescents, according to Peers, were based on 'prevailing assumptions about a direct relation between sex and intelligence' and on a presumed strong correlation between perceived types of intelligence and post-school occupations. One predictable outcome was that academic courses in comprehensive schools would assume prominence, despite the Wyndham Committee's plea for curricular differentiation to be minimized, for student 'segregation' to be delayed, and for all subjects and courses to 'enjoy a parity of esteem'.

Put simply, the selection that had once occurred between post-primary institutions was now taking place within the allegedly democratic comprehensive secondary school. The retention of this practice was, and is, of course ultimately dependent on the rationale behind it being relayed convincingly to the public. In this regard, the Thomas Committee suggested that differentiation between academic and practical studies could be achieved more easily and effectively when a variety of teaching methods were used to deliver the 'new' curriculum to students rather than encouraging teachers to make modifications only to the curriculum content. Moreover, the Committee firmly believed that their curricular and examination recommendations would help to eliminate the long-standing tension between general and vocational (manual and technical) education in the nation's high schools. These assumptions were problematic however, as Roger Openshaw has argued. He noted, for example, that in the early 1960s the Department of Education was aware that urban multi-course schools were tending to promote academic programmes to the detriment of other offerings in an effort to 'raise the grade of the school' and to '[enhance] pupil regard' for a particular school. On balance though, the Department was satisfied that 'the basic idea of the community school' was sound, mainly because it was thought comprehensive institutions had the capacity to eliminate some serious problems concerning pupil selection. This assessment—and others like it—of the
merits of the post-war comprehensive school ‘settlement’ led Openshaw to remark:

Essentially...[the mass post-primary education settlement] substituted the multi­lateral (comprehensive) school, with its hierarchical division of subject­disciplines, for the various models of differentiated schooling then on offer. But it accomplished this task unevenly, leaving in place many of the features that had characterised the elitist pre-[second world] war secondary schools.152

Openshaw’s thesis serves as a valuable reminder that in the difficult business of reforming high schools and their curricula, rhetoric and reality did not always correspond in the manner officials and practitioners had intended.153 In New Zealand and New South Wales, comprehensive schooling had been adopted chiefly as a mechanism to make post-primary schooling more readily accessible to the adolescent population. Firm opposition to the retention of a selective post-primary schooling system was still being expressed some 20 years after the Thomas Report had been released, most notably in the Report of the Commission on Education in New Zealand. The Commissioners claimed they knew ‘how powerfully New Zealand opinion expresses itself’ on the matter of selective schools. Consequently, they argued that ‘[a] common basis of secondary schooling’ was essential in order to ‘meet the wishes of the people of New Zealand’.154

Predictably perhaps, egalitarianism, social cohesion, and national integration were seen by the Commissioners as important values. These were comparatively easy to promote, it was thought, since by the early-1960s post-primary schools tended to closely resemble one another.155 Yet egalitarianism did not mean that students’ schooling was to be identical. In this regard the Commissioners agreed with the Thomas Committee that equality of educational opportunity had to involve the provision of different subjects and/or courses to different types of students, based on the belief that their varying needs and interests could be catered for only through a policy of (some) differentiation. They concluded: ‘The Commission, however, would not be so unrealistic as to imagine that all courses should be regarded as of the same academic value’.156

Despite the Currie Commission’s spirited defence of the comprehensive schooling model, some commentators were not convinced that it could satisfy every educational demand. Kenneth Melvin was one of several critics willing to assert that a policy of post-primary schooling for all youth promised more than it could possibly deliver and that it involved too many compromises:

For all their innovation, modernity, freedom and widening functions, New Zealand schools cannot escape the built-in limitations of democratic education.
A highway open to all and without tolls is likely to be over-crowded, unruly, its pace unaccommodating to faster traffic, its control complicated and any changes of direction hazardous.157

Such criticisms have not been confined to New Zealand, as Catharine Lumby (2000) has recently demonstrated. She explained that during the mid-1980s New South Wales comprehensive high schools were placed increasingly under the educational microscope, resulting in unfavourable comparisons being made between them and existing high status private and selective public schools. One unfortunate outcome was that comprehensives were regarded sometimes as 'a dumping ground for those who can't afford a private school or can't get into a selective high'.158 The omnibus nature of comprehensive institutions—catering for academically talented adolescents alongside the less academically inclined boys and girls—has placed them in an invidious position, both educationally and socially, Lumby reported. An additional complication noted by Geoffrey Sherington of the University of Sydney has been the increasing pupil retention in comprehensives which, in turn, led to more students becoming candidates for the senior Higher School Certificate qualification than was envisaged by the architects of comprehensive schooling.159 Having observed the considerable weight placed on secondary school examination league table comparisons publicly, Craig Campbell of the University of Sydney has argued that a cardinal principle behind comprehensive institutions is under threat. These schools, he asserted, were created originally as 'places where the different sectors of the community met'.160 Campbell rightly concluded:

One of the ideas the comprehensive school was based on was the notion that our schools should contribute to a civil society. They weren't just places for getting credentials and passing exams.161

Conclusion

In reviewing 45 years of comprehensive schooling in New Zealand, Clarence Beeby reminded readers that the transformation of high schools from selective to nonselective organizations was invariably a long-term project. Although he knew from personal experience that this reform took decades if not generations, Beeby remained convinced that 'no workable alternative to the policy we followed'162 existed, for practical purposes. The absence of a viable alternative to comprehensive schools for mass post-primary education has not meant that these institutions were uncontroversial however, as this paper has demonstrated. In this context Beeby declared:
A school system that is to give every child even an approximately equal chance to develop the powers he [or she] happens to possess must be very varied in its offerings.... The fact remains that any instrument, from a tin-opener to a college, tends to do a more efficient job if it has only one function to perform. If it has to do a multitude of jobs of different types, there have to be compromises in its structure that may reduce its efficiency in any one narrow sense.

These observations are just as pertinent to secondary schools in the twenty-first century as they were to post-primary institutions nearly 50 years ago.
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